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Activities with ultrasonics
	Lloyd's mirror
	Lissajous figures to find wavelength and check sound speed at 40 kHz
	Fresnel Zone Plate
	Grating made from pencils or pvc 
	4 x 4 'crystal' made from aluminum rods. Could make one from pencils or pvc.
	Investigate effect of 'horn' on ultrasonic source and/or detector
	Full double source experiment (Bill Meeks' creation) in CL-118
	Fourier components of square waves and or triangle waves  (resonances at 40 kHz and 50 kHz)

Metal bars and pipes
	frequencies are not equally spaced
	freq depends on square of wave number, phase vel increases w freq
	wind chimes: frequency depends on squares of odd integers, inverse square of length
	fL^2 = constant
	measure bar/pipe frequencies using 
		Audacity
		MJM DOS setup
		Logger Pro sound input
	BUILD A SET OF WIND CHIMES

Resonance activities
	Helmholtz resonator   vary the volume and/or vary the neck length
	Resonances and Q values of a set of pvc pipes 
		(Q depends on both viscous losses and sound radiation from the ends)
	Electrical resonance in a speaker (acts mostly like a damped harmohic oscillator, but not exactly)
	Measure/estimate Q of a resonator box by finding the 1/e time for sound amplitude ( 1/alpha)
	Ditto for a tuning fork
		Q of Christmas tree ornaments and whirling resonators
		MJM efforts on spherical resonators	Sound velocity in gases (long tube; in progress)
	
Excel stuff
	1-D fluid modeling sheets using ideas of Ian Johnston
		finds resonances in a pipe whose area can change, and which can have holes or side branches
		will model musical instruments like flutes, clarinets, saxophones, etc.
		can model wine bottle resonances after putting in the bottle shape
		impedance of a side hole has to be an educated guess, based on limiting models
		can put side branches on as well (open or closed pipes)	
	Sliders to fit response curves of damped harmonic oscillators
	Other stuff
		Excel sheet which reads a WAV file, and then fits data from waves arriving on a wire or slinky
		Sweep generator 
			generate WAV files for sweeping over frequency
			also will read in a file and do a slow fourier transform
			(these use visual basic underneath the main spreadsheet)		
		Putting sliders (scroll bars) in Excel
		Writing Visual Basic in Excel to do various jobs
(over for demos)









Demos
	Dispersion in a long piano wire: high frequencies arrive before lower ones
		(analysis can be done from Audacity wave file, in Excel)
	Resonators repelled by sound  (Whirling resonators. Not built yet. )
	Roaring tube (Rijke tube)
	Beats with two heated elements
	Ping pong ball cannon
	Chladni plates
	Singing rods (maybe use in connection with beats to find frequency, and bar speed)

Maybe get sound file in Audacity and do doppler shift measurement on air track. 
Mount speaker on air cart, maybe 1 kHz.
Could use pinger for speed, or gates or whatever.
Inclined air track!  Speed vs time.





Written resources
	MJM pipes paper
	Ian Johnston's paper
	MJM spreadsheet version of Ian Johnston stuff.
	Wired waves
	Tom Greenslade's papers


Notes

Audacity frequency analysis was not very good on 256 Hz resonator data, claiming peak at 264 Hz or so.

Ratio of ultrasonic resonant frequencies (51.6/40.5) is 1.27. This is the ratio of speeds in two different piezoelectric crystals.

Use of matrices in Excel to model an acoustic filter.
	
























